VIRTUAL CLASS
RATES

FOLLOW US ON
SOCIAL MEDIA

Elementary Class
$25/per classroom
English Language Learners Class
$50/location

LEARN MORE
Scan to learn more about our
virtual classes for schools!

stuhrmuseum.org/learn/schools/

CONTACT US
(308) 385-5316
education@stuhrmuseum.org
www.stuhrmuseum.org
3133 W. US Hwy 34
Grand Island, NE 68801

Search for
"Stuhr Museum"
or
"Stuhr Kids"
to stay up-to-date!
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ABOUT US

Stuhr Museum is a unique historical and cultural
museum located on 200+ acres in Grand Island, NE.
Immersive, hands-on experiences provide visitors
an opportunity to learn about days gone by in
exciting ways.

The year 2020 not only presented new challenges
but also highlighted barriers that have long
existed. Barriers such as connecting to young
audiences, educating students who are unable to
attend classes in person, and reaching people of
all ages who speak different languages. With a
little help from modern technology, we have
discovered ways to start breaking down these
barriers.

MEET SCOUT

To fight the monotony of virtual content for young
kids, we decided to use a tool that's been around
for thousands of years - a puppet! We created
Scout, our high-energy, curious, fuzzy Youth
Ambassador. The video series, Scout's Adventures
at the Stuhr Museum, takes viewers across the
museum with Scout to ask questions, meet new
friends, and see how cool history is! Learn with
Scout on our Stuhr Kids Facebook page and
YouTube channel.

VIRTUAL CLASSES
Stuhr Museum offers a variety of inperson classes for elementary-aged
children, and now eight of those classes
are also available in a virtual format. Our
virtual classes are dynamic, immersive,
and unique, and have been utilized by
schools across Nebraska and even as far
away as New Hampshire!

Each dot unlocks
information and many
classes include stunning,
immersive 360° images, too!

Some dots open engaging videos of
our instructors demonstrating
artifacts and replica items,
The instructors ask various
questions throughout
the lesson that prompt
the viewer to answer,
building connections
to the content.

Some dots open text
boxes with close-up
photos of the
site or items.
Photos can
even be
made
larger for
viewers to
see more
closely!

Virtual classes feature:
video lessons with our instructors
teaching the class as if the students
were with them in person
photos of the class site,
including various artifacts
and replica items
text boxes that can be
read aloud to students or
translated to 83 languages
with the use of the built-in
Microsoft Immersive Reader.
a 15-30 minute Zoom session
with an instructor of the class to
ask follow-up questions.
approximately 10-15 pages of lesson plans,
worksheets, and standard correlation for teachers.

MULTI-LINGUAL
HISTORY

All of the text in our classes can
be translated and read out loud by the
program. With this in mind, we can offer
customized classes that specifically meet
the needs of students of all ages who are
learning English. Currently, all of the Central
Community Colleges in Nebraska are using our
classes with their literacy classes for English
language learners. Ask us about customizing a
class to fit your needs!

